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Aligned Lesson Plan 3 
Standing Waves and Earthquakes 

 

Cristina Geisler 

Grade Level: 11-12 

(Adjustable) 

 
 

About the author/teacher:  

Science Teacher: Physics 

cgeisler@sd206.org 

Bloom Township District 206 

Chicago Heights, Illinois 

Related Unit: Earthquakes 

and Mechanical Wave 

Lesson Length: 1-2 days.  

NGSS Standards:  

 HS-ESS2-1. Develop a model to illustrate how Earth’s internal and surface processes operate 

at different spatial and temporal scales to form continental and ocean-floor features. 

HS-ESS2-4 Empirical evidence is required to differentiate between cause and correlation and 

make claims about specific causes and effects. 

HS-PS1-4  Develop a model based on evidence to illustrate the relationships between systems 

or between components of a system 

HS-PS1-7 Use mathematical representations of phenomena to support claims 

HS-PS4.A: Wave Properties 

The wavelength and frequency of a wave are related to one another by the speed of travel of 

the wave, which depends on the type of wave and the medium through which it is passing.  

CCSS ELA: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.11-12.2 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific 

procedures/experiments, or technical processes. 

CCSS Math: CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 Model with mathematics. CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 

Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

 

mailto:cgeisler@sd206.org
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP3/
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Enduring Understandings Essential Questions 

 

● Changes in the frequency or 
intensity of extreme weather 
events also influence changes in 
design inputs and considerations 
for engineers. 

●  Designers, Scientist, and Engineers 
use scale models and prototypes to 
test design theories. 

● Show how periodic waves in a finite 

medium produce standing waves 
 

● Quantify the effects of the elastic 

and inertial properties of a medium 

on the speed of propagation of a 

wave. 
 

 

 

 What is the relation between static electricity 

and lightning?   

 

Why do we build models in science?  

 

What are some risks that come with lightning 

discharge? 

 

What are some strategies that can be used to 

minimize risks? 

 

 

Transfer Goals 

● Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 
● Planning and carrying out investigations 
● Analyzing and interpreting data 
● Using mathematics and computational thinking 
● Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

Learning Objectives 

● Students will be able to explain how the frequency of mechanical wave is determined by 

the source, not the medium. (HS-ESS2-4,  HS-PS1-4) 
● Determine the relationships among frequency, wavelength and velocity using both 

graphical and mathematical representations. HS-PS4.A HS-PS1-7 
● Students will be able to perform and interpret scientific measurements.( 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 ) 
● Students will be able to read and comprehend informational texts.CCSS.ELA-

Literacy.WHST.11-12.2 
 
 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
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Library of Congress: Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resources 

https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabo

oks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-

0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0 

 

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topic

s/seiche.php 

 

 

 

 

Projectors. 

 Internet 

standing waves apparatus  

slinky 

googles  

meter sticks 

graph paper  

  

Additional teacher resources:  

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/L

esson-2/Frequency-and-Period-of-a-Wave 

 standing waves apparatus or show students the 

video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S7-PDF6Vzc 

Lesson Plan 

 

 

 

Engage: How can I get students interested in this? (30-40 minutes) 

 

Students will refresh on the previous day questions:  

● What is transferred through waves?  

https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/seiche.php
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/seiche.php
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/Lesson-2/Frequency-and-Period-of-a-Wave
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/Lesson-2/Frequency-and-Period-of-a-Wave
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S7-PDF6Vzc
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● What is the relationship between energy and amplitude of a wave? What are 
mechanical waves? Give examples.  

● What are the main parts of a wave? 
● How are transverse and Longitudinal waves different?   
● How are seismic waves and slinky waves related?  

 

● The teacher will display the picture and information of standing wave from primary 
resources. Use the Primary Source Analysis Tool for the above questions.  

https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-

0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0 

 

 

Also do a demo of a standing wave if you have a standing waves apparatus or show students 

the video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S7-PDF6Vzc 

 Example questions: 

What type of apparatus do you see in the picture?  

What do you think is the use of this apparatus? 

 Why the scientist invented the standing waves apparatus?   

Can you identify the waves with this apparatus?  

How many crest do you see in the picture? 

https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/dcmsiabooks.practicalphysics00carh/?sp=249&r=-0.754,0.229,2.508,1.462,0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S7-PDF6Vzc
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Can you identify the wavelength?  

How many “nodes” or “equilibrium points” do you see in the picture?  

Prior knowledge: Students should be familiar with waves vocabulary from previous lesson.  

 

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? (30 minutes) 

Students will perform an inquiry lab to discover the relationship between waves frequency and 

speed.  

This is a  lab that gives the students a kinesthetic sense about standing waves.  The main 

problem with it is that it is difficult for some students to get the spring to vibrate with 5 

antinodes.   

Purpose: Standing Waves 

  Find a graphical and mathematical relationship between the frequency of a disturbance and 

the wavelength of the resulting standing wave. 

Apparatus: Standing Waves 

   Materials : meter stick    tape or chalk            stopwatch                 snakey spring 

Pre-lab discussion:  

§  On the floor, stretch the snaky to about 5 m and generate a short series of periodic pulses. 

§  On a whiteboard, sketch (or have students sketch) what the traveling train of pulses on the 

spring would look like at a point in time (snapshot) 

§  Using the sketch, review or introduce the following terms: frequency, period, crest, trough 

and wavelength. 

§  Again create a series of pulses and have the students concentrate on what happens near the 

fixed end of the slinky. Make sure they see incident pulses and inverted reflected pulses. It is 

important to have students focus on the superposition of the incident and reflected pulses 

during the period that they coexist. Noticing the traveling waves heading toward the reflecting 

barrier, the traveling waves moving away from the barrier, and the larger amplitude waves 

that don’t seem to move along the spring when they coexist will help students understand the 

formation of standing waves. 
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§  Now hold a snaky spring off the floor, stretching it about 5 m and create a standing wave of 

one segment (one-half cycle). 

§  Have the students attempt to explain how a standing wave results from interference 

between incident and reflected waves.   If you have a camcorder, you may want to videotape 

the standing wave so you can slow it down on a TV screen.  

§  Define the terms node, antinode and standing wave. 

§  What factors will influence the wavelength of the standing wave?  

Possible answers are the frequency of the hand generating the disturbance, the size of the 

disturbance (which hopefully was addressed as being insignificant in Activity 1), and the 

tension. 

§  How can the frequency (independent variable) be measured? 

§  How can the wavelength (dependent variable) be measured?  (Go through a few examples 

and encourage students to draw pictures of their waves, showing standing wave segments as 

part of their lab data. Each segment is defined by the distance from one node to the next node 

is 1/2 l. 

§  What needs to be constant? (e.g., actual spring, spring tension, surface, distance between 

the ends, etc.) 

Performance Notes: Standing Waves 

§  In order to compare the results of this experiment to those of Activity 1, students should 

take care to use the same spring with the same stretch length (5 m) as was used in that 

activity. This will allow them to verify the slope of the wavelength vs. 1/frequency graph as the 

speed calculated in Activity 1. 

§  Discuss safety and equipment issues with the students. 

§  The timer can time how long it takes the generator’s hand to complete 20 cycles.  Divide the 

number of cycles (20) by the time for 20 cycles to get the frequency in cycles per second. 

§  It is also a lot easier to do a standing wave standing up as opposed to on the ground. 

Students can get about 5 good data points.  A few very skillful groups can get as many as 6 or 

7.  Challenge them!  

For the higher frequencies, you might suggest that students place a piece of paper at the 

position of an antinode. Let the spring slap against the paper to provide an audible signal for 

each cycle. Closing your eyes and listening for the slap is easier to count than watching high 

frequency standing waves. 
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§  Many students may require a refresher on the division of fractions to determine the units of 

slope (i.e., ) 

Post-Lab discussion: 

From data and graphical analysis address the following model of periodic wave disturbances: 

             l = v T = v / f           or                  v =l / T = f l and discuss units. 

 

Differentiated Instruction:  

 

 For A.P classes, this would be an appropriate time to use the Visual Quantum Mechanics 

simulator called Making Waves. The option you will use this time is called WAVES. This option 

allows the user to vary many parameters of two separate periodic waves and to view 

simultaneously two waves and their superposition. Make the amplitude, wavelength and 

speed of the two the same. The velocity of one of the waves should be opposite the other. 

This is done by selecting the radio button called REVERSE. Be sure to turn on the SUM button 

to view the standing wave that is created by the superposition of the two identical traveling 

waves moving in opposite directions. To view the motion of a single particle in the medium, 

select the MARKING POINT button. The URL for the Visual Quantum Mechanics site is 

http://www.phys.ksu.edu/perg/vqmorig/programs/java/makewave/ The VQM simulations will 

be available on disc but the details are unknown as of this writing (1/03). Another web-based 

superposition simulation that works nicely to show the production of standing waves is 

http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/waveSuperposition/waveSuperposition.html 

 

Students with social, emotional, behavioral, or physical limitations: Students with these 

limitations will be asked to answer the Guided Inquiry Questions using the PhET 

Waves_On_A_String computer simulation available at 

http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.php?sim=Wave_on_a_String .  

  

Simulation Model:   Go to the PhET Waves on a String website at 

http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.php?sim=Wave_on_a_String  

  

1. Play with it for 5 or 10 minutes just to get used to it 

http://www.phys.ksu.edu/perg/vqmorig/programs/java/makewave/
http://www.phys.ksu.edu/perg/vqmorig/programs/java/makewave/
http://www.phys.ksu.edu/perg/vqmorig/programs/java/makewave/
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/waveSuperposition/waveSuperposition.html
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/waveSuperposition/waveSuperposition.html
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/waveSuperposition/waveSuperposition.html
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/waveSuperposition/waveSuperposition.html
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 2. If you did not discover how to increase wave velocity using the Slinky in class, then see if 

you can discover how to increase the velocity by using the simulation.  If you did discover how 

to increase the wave velocity in class, then using the simulation model, try to confirm you 

conclusion.  

 

  3. Describe the reflected pulse from a string with a free-end, and with a fixed end.  Bring in a 

screen capture, or drawing of the respective reflected pulses.   

 

Use the simulation and help students to perform a similar lab in order to find the relationship 

between speed and frequency of a wave.  

 

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? (50 minutes) 

Have students whiteboard and present their finding to the class. 

 

Example of questions to ask during the whiteboarding session: 

§  What do you know about the speed of the wave in a non-changing medium? (review 

question) 

§  How do you know the speed is constant?  (review question) 

§  What are your independent and dependent variables? 

§  For a constant velocity wave, how is frequency related to wavelength? 

§  Explain how your data shows that frequency and wavelength are inversely proportional. 

§  Does the slope have any meaning? Do the units look familiar? 

§  How can we verify that the slope is the speed? 

§  How are the standing waves formed?  
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§  How do the reflected and outgoing wave interact? 

§  Which principle are we using? 

§  Explain the superposition principle. 

§  Was a standing wave formed at every disturbance frequency of the wave? 

§  What happened when the disturbance frequency did not form a standing wave?  (This is a 

nice bridge into a discussion of resonance.) 

Sample Student Data: 

Frequency (Hz) l (m) Sketches 1/f  (Hz-1 ) 

  

10 crest / 16.6 sec = 
0.6 
  

  
  

10.0 

   
  

1.66 

10 crest / 8.3 sec = 1.2 
  

  
5.00 

    
  

0.833 

  

10 crest / 5.56 sec = 
1.8 
  

  
  

3.33 

   
  

0.556 

10 crest / 4.17 sec = 
2.4 

  
  

2.50 

    
  

0.416 
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10 crest / 3.33 sec = 3 
  

  
  

2.00 

    
  

0.333 

 

Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations? (50 

minutes) 

 

·   Have the students graph wave speed vs. frequency or wavelength.  (Although the point is 

made in whiteboarding that speed is constant, this drives the point home.) 

·   Have the students graph number of antinodes vs. frequency 

Discuss the correlation between standing waves on a slinky and earthquakes.  

https://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.5.027141/full/ 

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/seiche.php 

Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? (50 -100 

minutes) 

● Check for understanding questions will be utilized during large group instruction. 

Students will be asked open-ended questions during small group and individualized 

instruction to check for understanding 

● Self-evaluate: Students will have multiple opportunities to self-evaluate their progress 

during the class discussions. 

Formative Assessment: Students will whiteboard and have discussions/presentations about 

their findings.  

Summative Assessment:  Students will turn in their standing waves lab report for a grade.  

 

https://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.5.027141/full/
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/seiche.php

